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COIL MINDING DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT FOR THE LARGE COIL PROGRAM*

R. L. Brown
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A coil winding facility at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory has been utilized for the practice winding
of che type of conductors used in the Large Coil
Program (LCP) on a "D" shaped bobbin that is approxi-
mately 2.5 m x 3.0 m. Pancake and layer uxndings
using copper conductors that simulate LCP-type super-
conductors have been wound both flat and on edge at
tensions up to S500 N.

A method has been developed for winding a pancake
coil without splicing the conductor. A small pulsed
superconducting coil has been fabricated (63.5-mra
bore, 7-T field) co illustrate this spliceless pancake
method. This coil also demonstrates that by winding
several different superconductors simultaneously,
grading can be achieved and space and cost can be
optimized.

A concept is proposed for winding large NbsSn
superconducting coils before reacting, thus avoiding
damage from winding stresses after the conductor is
brittle. Also described is a method of insulating
after winding and reacting.

MASTER

Practice Winding

Toroidal magnet systems may have coils wound in
"D" shapes to minimize excessive local stresses.
Although this reduces some stress concentrations, it
has been found that practically all of the winding
difficulties are a direct result of winding on other
than round bobbins. By design, the conductor may be
large and stiff to make a very strong winding bundle
that can carry much of its own magnetic forces.
Furthermore, the conductor may be wound on edge to
reduce its sensitivity to eddy current losses when
pulsed fields are applied. Additional complications
may result from the porous and fragile insulations
that are required to leave room for adequate helium
cooling. Although there are no completely straight
sections in the LCP coils, the bend radius does
change abruptly at the top and bottom of the "D"
shape. At these places the conductor will spring out
and a soft winding will occur in the straighter
portion of the winding. This effect can be partly
overcome by increasing the tension; however, increas-
ing the tension alone will never apply much radial
pressure if the bending radius is very large. Pre-
forming the conductor at every turn is a possibility,
but this must be done with great precision or its
effect will be worse Chan not doing it at all.
Suitable clamps and a blow to the conductor just
before or after the tangent point are usually worth-
while. In any case, it is very important to start
with a very exact winding surface on the bobbin.
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The practice-winding conductors simulate the
conductors used by two of the LCF industrial partici-
pants. The fabrication is similar, a* is much of the
equipment usad. For economical reasons, however,
superconducting filaments ara left out, but no notice-
able differences can ba detected in the conductor's
bending properties.

A conductor like General Eleccric will use
employs square strands spiral-wrapped around a copper
core.l The conductor is wound flat into pancakes, as
can be seen in Fig. 1. The conductor winds reasonably
well with a tension of 4500 N and a good winding
surface. Sufficient clamping should be maintained in
the straight portion of the coil to avoid accumulated
sponginess as the uinding builds radially.

A more rigid conductor like General Dynamics
will use is layer-wound on edge and can be seen in
Fig. 2. 2 The conductor is simulated by a ? x 31 mm
copper bar. Obtaining good quality winding in the
straight section of the bobbin took 90% of the winding
time. Several adjustments should offer considerable
relief in this area. Increasing the winding tension
would probably be the most profitable improvement.
The tensioner was pushed far beyond its design point
to 8500 N (VL900 lbs force). Intuitively, it seems
that an increase to 13,000 N would help considerably.
The shape and precision of the winding surface is
also critical. Some imperfections in the practice
bobbin caused many unanticipated problems. This was
greatly improved by constructing fillers that restored
the winding surface to its specified shape. It also
seems obvious that the very large, abrupt changes
that exist in the bending radii should be avoided.
It may, howevar, be too late to correct this in the
allowable envelope of the LCF. Overhanding the
conductor to fit the "D" shape was attempted with no
exciting success. However, the overbending was done
before we realized that the winding surface was not
accurate. It was generally agreed that the overbend-
ing procedure is very cumbersome, time-consuming, and
relatively undeveloped, and that it is to be used
only as a last resort.

The obstruction created by bending in the side
walls of the bobbin at the straight part of the coil
makes winding extremely difficult in these regions.
Extra tooling will be needed for these regions, and
even so, some turns may have to be left out. An
attempt to handle the conductor manually was clearly
unsuccessful. Bending the conductor edgewise with no
tension invites horrible twisting. All maneuvering
of the conductor should be done with suitable fixtures
and clamps. The clamping fixtures were adequate, but
actual use clearly demonstrated the need for refine-
ments. Clamping needs are now batter understood, and
increasing the uinding tension may elininate the need
for some of the clamps.

The picket-fence-intertura insulation was bonded
to the conductor after leaving the tensioner, but it
was easily damaged after entering the coil. When
more consistent winding procedures are worked out,
damage will not be such a problem. The ramps for
crossovers and end-of-layer fillers should not be
sandwiched together but should be in one piece for
ease of inserting. Trapazoiding of the conductor was
not detectable by measuring the axial buildup at the
various bending radii.



Attention tends to be directed more to the
probloas than to tha successful aspects of the experi-
ment. However, the general feeling was optimistic,
and the practice winding proved very helpful in
spotlighting areas requiring more effort. There is
some comfort in knowing more about what to uxpect
when the real winding begins. Edge-winding of large-
size conductors is not the usual practice, but we are
confident that the problem are tractable.

Splictleai Pancakes

The splicsless pancake approach to winding coils
has been further developed.3 A 34-pancake, 76-mm-bore,
7.5-T coil has been wound but is as yet untested. An
improvement of the existing spliceless pancake coil
is shown in Fig. 3 as it is being wound. When several
superconductors are wound simultaneously, the most
cost-effective conductors can be selected for differ-
ent parts of the winding. The magnetic field varies
over a very wide range within a coil. Therefore, the
most efficient coils will uae two or more supercon-
ductors, each tailored for the optimum current density
and superconductor-to-copper ratio. The coils can be
improved magnetically to yield considerable cost
reduction.

Wind, React, Insulate: A Concept

The difference in the amount of abuse that NbaSn
superconductors can stand before and after reacting
is considerable. There are ample incentives for
developing methods of winding before reacting.
Because few insulations can survive the high reaction
temperature, ways of applying conventional insulations
after a coil is wound are needed. One such concept
for winding pancake-type coils is described. The
concept can be applied either with self-supported
windings or with the Wisconsin Structural Type Plates,
in which conductors are embedded in the grooves of
metal plates for added strength.

A typical fabrication concept for winding one
pancake may be as follows. Dummy bobbin segments are
secured to a large handling plate (as shown in
Fig. 4a); both of these are made from materials that
will not be affected by the reaction temperature. As
usual with winding double pancakes, half of the
unreacted conductor is wound on a spare spool that is
mounted on the winding table and rotates with the
table. The remaining half is placed on a deraeler
and tension is applied. A spool of dummy insulation
the same thickness as the finished insulation is
wound in with the conductor. This dummy insulation
will probably be metal and must also stand reaction
temperatures. The lands on the segments are the same
width as the grooves of the permanent plates. Only
one conductor is illustrated; however, the design may
call for several conductors to bl wound in hand.
Winding proceeds until the segments are full.
Additional segments, shown by dotted lines, are
secured to the handling plate. Using segments in
this fashion, the conductor can be pulled directly



Into position under tension Instead of having to be
bent and dropped into rcccsaed grooves. The project-
ing ridge on one of the segments will be notched over
a short distance to permit the transition of the
conductor radially to the new set of segments. This
continues until one pancake is complete. Additional
slots shown in Fig. 4b are Billed radially into
segments at frequent intervals to admit the insertion
of the lifting bars that will be needed later.

The evolution of one cross section is shown
repeatedly and schematically in Fig. 4c, 4d, 4e, and
4f. The first two steps in Fig. 4c show the winding
for the first pancake, as previously described. In
the third and fourth steps, additional segments are
secured on top of the segoents just completed. The
spare spool of the conductor that has been mounted to
the winding table is now removed and placed on the
dereeler. After tension is applied, the second
pancake is wound exactly like the first pancake,
except that the rotation of the winding table is
reversed. The handling plate with the double pancake
is removed from the winding table and placed in a
furnace. The conductor is reacted at this time, and
the winding table is free to start a new double
pancake. An important aspect of this concept is
that, during reaction, the materials used in the
conductor, including stainless steels, are all stress-
relieved. This means that the conductor will not
unwind when the constraining segments are removed and
that the stress distribution in the windings of the
finished coil may also be improved.

A lifting fixture is attached by long bolts to
the lifting bars (see Fig. 4d). The upper pancake
can then be lifted, leaving the upper segments lying
on the lower pancake, and these segments can be
returned to the winding operation for reuse. The
dummy insulation is removed. Even longer bolts can
be attached to lower lifting bars and the lower
pancake lifted from its segments. The handling plate
and segments are also free for reuse. Because both
pancakes are wound from a single length of conductor,
the inside transition turn will be sprung enough for
succeeding operations. This is the only conductor-
bending in the entire operation but it can take place
over a long length, up to one full turn. The neces-
sary slack for the transition spiral comes from
decreasing the diameter slightly. Strong, thin,
smooth, and flexible bands (0.010 Mylar is suggested)
are laced between the conductor and the pins mounted
on the lifting fixture as shown in Fig. 4a. These
bands will support the conductor at each lifting
fixture and permit removal of the lifting bars. The
permanent bobbin plate for the lower pancake can now
be positioned under the pancake. When the groove
insulation is installed, the lower pancake can be
lowered into its final resting place. After the
bands are pulled out, a ribbon- or channel-shaped
insulation can be installed between turns. If spiral
insulation is specified, each conductor can be lowered
individually by the bands over a long length to
permit wrapping. Automatic programMd lowering can
be accomplished if the band is exactly over the
conductor and if it is spiral-wrapped lengthwise
between a single conductor and a tube that replaces
the lifting fixture (not shown). Loosening the band
at one end will allow the band spiral to slip over a
long length and will create graduated support points.
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The lower bobbin plate can be in one piece.
With "D" coils, the upper bobbin plate could be in
one piece, but this would require considerable maneu-
vering. Thus, Che upper bobbin plate can be positioned
more easily in a large coil if it is in two pieces.
A notch in the upper plate will permit the transition
turn to fall in place (see Fig. 4f). When all wind-
ings are down, the notch can be replaced. The upper
pancake is insulated in the same way as the lower pan-
cake. If specified, the double pancake can be vacuum-
impregnated with epoxy.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. LCP practice pancake winding.

Fig. 2. LCP practice layer winding.

Fig. 3. Spliceless pancake winding.

Fig. 4. Wind, react, and insulate concept.
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